Heavenly Father, We Need You
God is the evolutionary coexistence of all things and the
force that binds them. He is indeed the spiritual drive of all
things and why His presence is felt by those who are close to
Him. He is the source from which the prophets have received
words, visions and signs of hidden truths and/or places, either of the present times or those to come. Of this I have
heard, of this I have read and of this I have witnessed. It is
also from which the power of healing, the capacity of wisdom, the potential of love and the strength of determination
have done great things.
You are made up of atoms of the Earth with life breathed into you by the Heavenly Father. That is His gift to you. Your
love for Him is knowing that He is the greatest part of your
existence, representing a level far above our limited understanding. He draws us to keep reaching towards that plain
and rewards our efforts to that which we have been able to
obtain, but does not deny us approval for the mere subtle efforts we did make, for He recognizes that we tried. Always
strive to be better at what you do or who you are. Don’t take
your good looks as your gift in the face of others; for this is
how vanity is born. Equally, many a hard looking with warm
hearts have never looked lovelier.
The ultimate sacrifice is performing to the best we can with
what we were born with, whether or not those gifts are yet
clear to us. None of us are the same, so do with your share
what your share can do. That being said, it is fruitless to
compare yourself with others, so do not be envious of them,
for what you could achieve in your own lifetime could very
well make them envious of your successes. (Check out what

some ‘armless’ people can do or look up the successes of
Helen Keller).
Never be content you’re at the top of your game. To stay still
is to stop growing. Grow yes, but not for the sake of greatness, for it slowly turns you selfish and detached. Do not let
those filled of intimidation convince you how much they
know, for their integrity is equal to that of ant colonies.
Their bold attempts eventually end up at a stop sign. The
true wise merely point you in a relative direction. It’s up to
you to check it out or work on it.
The spirit of understating is truth, and the desire for it is
love. Not all receive visions, see into the future or have the
gift of healing. But then again, the right words at the right
time, a helping hand, skillful know how or the ability to see
truth through the clutter should not be overlooked. Whether
you bring food or care to those in need, teach someone selfreliance, march a city away from an explosive volcano or reveal a hidden reality, you are still a savior in their eyes.
Awareness to the true energy around you is the most powerful thing. You might not have known it, but the God presence
may have been there all along.
Stay focused and always believe that the Heavenly Father
will be there in those times when you need Him and pray He
reveals His truths to you. Be humble and loyal to His greatness and gradually He will allow you into His kingdom.
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